Moodle upgrade to 3.11 (Summer 2022)

The Moodle Upgrade to Moodle 3.11 has now been completed. Moodle looks and operates essentially the same as before: there are no major changes.

There are a few new features:

1. **Student activity completion**
   - Instead of tick boxes, there are now clear labels to indicate to students what they need “To do” and when completed.

2. **H5P Content Bank: Places Linked**
   - Within the H5P Content bank you can now see, for any given H5P activity where this activity is linked to within the Moodle module

3. **Assignment Word Limits**
   - The online text submission type in Moodle (not the document submission) can now have a word limit set.

4. **Timed document release**
   - This is a new Resource created here in Nottingham to support online exams. A document such as an exam paper can be added from "Add an activity or resource" with a release time: the document will appear with a countdown timer to let users know how long they need to wait. They will not need to refresh.

5. **Profile pronouns**
   - Users are now able, if they wish, to add their preferred pronouns to their Moodle profile page.

New features in 3.10 (from Summer 2021)

- The formatting editor bar in Moodle now has an extran for pre-formatted styles (See Moodle help page for this feature.)
- In the ‘Add an activity and resource’ selection tool you’ll now see tiles instead of a list and you can Star your favourites
- Improvement to the mathematical rendering in Moodle and a Code Runner Moodle Question Type
- We now have H5P - interactive content authoring tool An introduction to H5P interactive content
- Improved filtering on course participants